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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bioengineering techniques are newly practiced in Vermont and when we started the Natural Shoreland Erosion Control partnership in 2016 nobody in the state knew how to install these methods so we brought in experts from the Great Lakes, Brian Majka from GEI Consultants, to teach us how to stabilize eroding shorelands with bioengineering.  Brian instructed and trained us on several techniques and project installations, which I’ll show case in this presentation. 
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Presentation Notes
Vermont has about 800 lakes and ponds in addition to our largest Lake, Lake Champlain. Up until about five years ago, prior to learning and practicing Bio Engineering methods, we mostly permitted and installed seawalls to stabilize eroding banks.  Today, we better understand that vertical walls physically block access to and from the water for turtles, frogs and other animals that need contact with the land to feed, rest and nest.  ▪A seawall is a hard scape of the shoreland, installed to block the waves from reaching the land.  ▪They are made out of many materials, including concrete, steel, and rock filled wood structures.   ▪Seawalls do not allow for absorption of the energy that waves bring in, so when waves hit the seawall,  their energy is either bounced back out to the water, often scouring the base of the wall, or the wave energy is deflected over to the neighbors shore increasing erosive conditions there.   
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Presentation Notes
The two worst development practices along a shore are to clear it of native vegetation and hard scape it. This is a Lake Wise property with a stable shore next to poor development of the shore.



“
Bioengineering is a softscape
engineering approach to stabilize 
shorelands with:
• native plants, 
• biodegradable products, and 
• other natural materials.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bioengineering uses nature-based solutions to restore living, stable shorelands and sometimes we call these practices “nature-based solutions,” or “restoring living shorelands.” Bioengineering methods are considered “softscape” engineering techniques used to stabilize slopes and shorelands with native plants, biodegradable products, and other natural materials. These methods protect property from waves and erosion, while filtering stormwater to the lake, and restoring wildlife habitat.



Vermont Learning from Others
Thank You!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We learned about these methods from the Michigan Natural Shoreline Partnership and their work with Brian Majka, from GEI Consultants. Since then, Emilie Hauser from the NYDEC has hosted the Sustainable Shorelines Designs Webinar Series, featuring bioengineering projects designed to build resiliency along coastal areas to living shoreland restoration projects installed along fresh waterways. We’ve also learned a lot from Geosyntec Consultants, and others working on restoring living shorelands.  



NSEC Partners 
Maidstone Lake 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once a few of us worked on these projects, we were able to convince others to adopted these various bioengineering strategies.  Here are some nice photos of the Maidstone Project this fall, replacing a failing seawall with bioengineering methods. Typical of these projects, it takes a team of technical assistance, a designer, a native plant supplier, a contractor, a Conservation Corps Crew, like Meg Carter’s Northwoods Stewardship Crew, and a Project Manager, in this case Heather Robinson from the Essex NRCD. Both Meg and Heather have been to most of the NSECC trainings and have worked on several installations so are now able to mentor others with these methods.    



Fiber Coir Rolls
 Lake Iroquois 
 Island Pond (also Lift System)

Live Crib Wall
Waterbury Reservoir

Encapsulated Soil Lifts
 Lake Bomoseen
 Lake Raponda

Case Studies of 
Bioengineering Installation Projects











Live Stakes
 Lake Champlain
 Waterbury Reservoir
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Presentation Notes
In the next few slides, I’m going to show case several Bioengineering Methods we’ve installed to stabilize eroding shores ranging from the simplest method of using live stakes, to Fiber Coir Rolls, Encapsulated Soil Lifts and finishing with installing a Live Crib Wall. 



Live Staking on Lake Champlain

Live Stakes:
vegetative cuttings 
planted in fall or spring 
work well on rocky steep slopes

2011 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2011, high flood waters along Lake Champlain led to a lot of bank failure, especially where the natural vegetation had been cleared and lawn had been planted. The NWRPC received a state grant to work with contractors and engineers to stabilize shores repurposing materials and using native vegetation. This live staking project was one of the first successful bioengineering projects in Vermont. Lamoureux and Dickerson Engineering in Essex did the design and they repurposed the pieces of the failed wall for the new toe of slope. Live stakes are vegetative cuttings, about 1-3 feet in length and .5-1 inch in diameter that are fast rooting in moist soils, like willows and dogwoods. They also work well on rocky steep soils and are harvested and planted during dormancy, so late fall or early spring.  



Live Staking on Waterbury Reservoir

May 2019

August 2019

July 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another project example of using live stakes not only as a low budget bioengineering solution and to show how fast they can take hold, but also to show case using them on a shore that was at the end of a trail and didn’t have an easy access for a more involved stabilization solution. 



2015 Lake Iroquois  
Fiber Coir Rolls

VTDEC Facilities Engineering
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In 2015, The Lake Iroquois Fish and Wildlife Access area was eroding as you can see by where the shore is sloughing off.  In collaboration with the Engineers within the Agency of Natural Resources, we came up with a fiber coir roll design.  Fiber coir rolls are 10’ long logs made of coconut fibers and they are sold in different diameters, like 12 or 16 inches.  In this project, the fiber coir logs were used at the water’s edge to create a toe where then the shore was sloped back to a 2:1 or 3:1 slope and planted. 



Brian Majka, GEI Consulting from Michigan Led Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is one thing to design a bioengineering project, and other to install it.  Since there were no experts in Vermont with bioengineering methods prior to 2015, we brought in Brian Majka from GEI Consultants to train us in the installation.



Before August 2018 July 2020

Lake Iroquois, Williston –Shoreland Restoration

2015 Installation 
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Presentation Notes
The project was successful and now serves as a demonstration project to help inspire others to use bioengineering to restore living shorelands, whenever possible.   



2017 Lake Bomoseen
Encapsulated Soil Lifts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a common site, where the shorelands are eroding along roadways.  In this case we couldn’t use a fiber coir roll and slope back to plant.  To achieve a desirable slope of 2:1 or 3:1 for ice, wind and waves to ride up the shore and not bash it as is happening here with the vertical drop, we would need a design that slopes out into the water, which is how the Encapsulated Soil Lifts are built. 



Natural Shoreland Erosion Control - Partners Training 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We worked with GEI Consultants and the Vermont Transportation Agency on a design, got the shoreland permits from Laura’s permitting program and made the installation into another training event with help from the Northwoods and Vermont Youth Conservation Crews as well as from colleagues from ANR and private contractors. 



August 2017 June 2019 August 2020

Encapsulated Soil Lifts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within three years, you can see how the assortment of native shrubs like viburnums, willows, dogwoods, elderberry and herbaceous plants have restored the functions and values of a living shoreland and stabilized this bank while filtering road runoff.



Natural Plant Mortality and Cultural Plant Mortality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like most bioengineering projects, there will be plant mortality and for more than one reason. Beavers, neighbors clipping and pruning and even settling in with a deck!  Always fence projects for the first few years to keep dogs, animals and people from messing with the restoration project. 



Lake Raponda

Encapsulated Soil Lifts

20192018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the southern part of Vermont, at Lake Raponda, we used Encapsulated Soil Lifts to stabilize the shore along the roadway there. 



Natural Shoreland Erosion Control - Partners Training 
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Presentation Notes
We offered a training event for contractors and engineers to learn these methods so more people would be skilled at using them for future work. 



2018 Waterbury Reservoir 
Live Crib Wall
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Presentation Notes
The last bioengineering method I’d like to show case is one that involves native plants and biodegradable products and includes structural support from timbers.  The idea is that by the time the  hemlock timbers decay the plants will have taken hold and will continue to stabilize the shore. 



Live Crib Wall at Waterbury Reservoir

2018 – Just Installed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Live crib walls do dry out and similar to all bioengineering projects, will need to be watered and perhaps even more regularly during the first few months after planting. 



July 2020 – two years later

Live Crib Wall at Waterbury Reservoir
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One year later



2020 Salem Lake, Derby 

Before Photo Simulation

Installed 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This summer, the training has paid off and this photo simulation concept design was made a reality.  About 300 feet of shore was stabilized and restored along Salem Lake in Derby at the Town Beach area.
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NSEC Partners at work again.  Desrochers Contractors, NSEC Certified, did the regrading work and delivered the rock and soil, EJPrescott Supplied the biodegradable fiber coir rolls and ecb, and native plants came from Carl Miller’s and Full Circle Nurseries, and Northwoods contracted the work out, Lake Wise provided technical assistance and worked with the Town of Derby and Camp Moriarty on funding. 



2020 Maidstone Lake – Ice Push (2016) Fix (2018)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bioengineering methods provide great solutions to ice-push and helped restore this shore along Maidstone in 2016.  NSECC Partners with Essex NRCD installed the project. 



Maidstone Lake - Heather Robinson from Essex NRCD; Northwoods; Nectar Design
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Maids
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Maids before and after



North Hero, Lake Champlain
sloughing, eroding shore

2020 Bioengineering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And, using fiber coir rolls and sloping back to a gentle slope, this shore along North Hero, damaged in the 2011 high waters, was stabilized this summer.  Holly Greenleaf designed and installed this project. The new shoreland owners were happy to learn about our work through this Partnership and improved their shore with this project, installed in August 2020



Bioengineering Tips 

 Plan for 20% Plant Mortality

 Plan for Replacement Plantings 

 Simplify Planting Selections 

 Use Clean Soils

 Use Wildflower Seed

 Signage Is Important

 Install Temporary Fencing    

(Sand Fence) 

 Use Biodegradable Jute ECB 

Instead of Geotextiles

 Work with NSECC Partners

Illustration by Sarah Drew
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Amy Picotte, Vermont Shoreland Program

Vermont Bioengineering Projects
Natural Shoreland Erosion Control Partnership
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